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Abstract—In this paper, a novel pole-changing biased flux 
machine is proposed. With special rotor pole and permanent 
magnetic pole design, this machine has pole-changing effect. By 
controlling the excitation current’s polarity the pole number of 
this machine can switch back and forth between three pole pair 
and six pole pair. The armature winding is designed in 
concentrated structure to realize higher utilization ratio of flux 
linkage under both pole modes. To further improve the 
performance of the proposed machine, topology optimization is 
conducted. In order to verify the feasibility of this design, 
electromagnetic characteristics, including coil flux linkage 
distribution, air gap flux density and harmonics analysis are 
studied under finite element method.  

Keywords—biased flux machine, finite element method, 
permanent magnet machine, pole-changing, sensitivity analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biased flux machine (BFM) have attracted increasing 
attention in the area of electric machine recently. The 
phenomenon of biased flux can be traced to half a century 
ago in double salient permanent magnet (PM) machine [1] as 
well as the switching reluctance machine proposed 
afterwards [2]. However, this phenomenon has not drawn 
researchers’ attention for a long time until the author in [3] 
presented a systematic study of BFM. By definition, BFM 
refers to the machine which has biased flux in armature coils 
[4]. With specific design of machine’s rotor pole and slot 
combination, the flux polarity of stator coils will keep 
unaltered no matter where the rotor position is, which is 
called the biased flux effect [5].  

The biased flux effect indicates that there are three 
degrees of freedom to control the BFM. In addition to the 
ordinary control strategy with AC component amplitude and 
phase, the DC component amplitude is also a control 
method.  Inspired by the biased flux effect, a number of DC 
current excited hybrid biased flux machines are proposed in 
recent years’ literatures.  In [6] the hybrid-excited BFM with 
slot PM-assisted structure is proposed. This machine design 
is derived from traditional doubly-salient structure, which 
employs an additional DC field winding in the slots. 
Moreover, an improved design with segmented stator and 
rotor is presented in [7], which can eliminate the phase shift 
due to the asymmetric saturation of the magnetic path. The 
author in [8] presented another thinking which fulfilled flux 
control by injecting a current pulse in memory magnetic 
material. However, the above mentioned hybrid-excited 
machines have the same feature that they all followed the 
concept of series hybrid excitation. Series hybrid excitation 
(SHE), as the name implies, is that the excitation field and 
the PM field share the same magnetic circuit. The field 
current is used to enhance or weaken the PM field. The SHE 
is the most common design mothed for hybrid-excited 

machine. However, SHE design method may suffer from 
some limitations. To name a few, long-term magnetization 
strengthening and weakening may cause magnets’ 
demagnetization and high level of field current may get close 
to saturation. In contrast, parallel hybrid excitation (PHE) 
machine have less risks to face these problems for the reason 
that the flux path of field excitation and the PM excitation 
will not overlap in PHE machine.  

Pole-changing machine is a type of PHE machine. The 
pole-changing permanent magnet (PCPM) machine was first 
proposed in [9], which applies the memory motor technique 
to alter the pole number. In [10] the author proposed a 
variable flux pole-changing machine, which had higher 
winding utilization than the PCPM machine by adopting 
fractional-slot concentrated winding. Afterwards, the author 
in [11] presented a dual-memory pole-changing machine, 
which adopted both the neodymium–iron–boron (Nd–Fe–B) 
PM and also the aluminum–nickel–cobalt (Al–Ni–Co) PM 
together to achieve effective flux control. Nevertheless, these 
designs use memory magnetic materials invariably, which 
have limitations in practical applications. To name a few, the 
detailed magnetization level of mnemonic magnet material is 
hard to be determined and meanwhile the transient process in 
control the magnetization direction of memory material is 
complex.  

 In this paper, a novel pole-changing biased flux (PCBF) 
machine is proposed. This machine adopts the PHE strategy 
and Nd–Fe–B PM material, which has less risk in 
demagnetization than mnemonic magnet material [12]. In 
addition, this machine maintains the partitioned stator 
structure which could improve the torque density by further 
enhancing the space utilization [13]. To further improve the 
performance of this machine, topology optimization based on 
sensitivity analysis is conducted. The sensitivity analysis is 
combined with Taguchi method which can greatly reduce the 
computation cost by selecting near-optimal parameters [14].   

II. MACHINE CONFIGURATION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE

Fig. 1 shows the cross section configuration of the
proposed PCBF machine. It has partitioned stator structure, 
which moves the PMs from the traditional primary stator 
into the inner stator. The outer stator has concentrated 
armature winding wound in the slot. The inner stator has 
field winding wound in the slot. It should be noted that the 
circling directions of adjacent field coils are opposite. All 
the PMs are radially magnetized and adjacent PMs have 
opposite magnetization directions as illustrated by the 
arrows in Fig. 1. 

This structure is a typical biased flux machine, which has 
unipolar flux linkage in each coil. Fig. 2 is a schematic 
figure to illustrate the feature of biased flux effect in this 
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machine. The red waveform corresponds to the coil close to 
the red PM segment while the blue waveform corresponds 
to the blue one. When the rotor moves at position 1 and 
position 2, the flux linkage presents as the arrow points. 
When the rotor keeps moving, the flux linkages keep 
changing and appear like sinusoidal waves. It can be seen 
that the relative position of PM poles and coils are fixed. 
With the motivation of ferrite segments of rotor, the 
magnitude of flux linkages in each coil changes while the 
direction keeps invariable. Since there is position difference 
between the neighboring coils, the red and blue coil flux has 
different phase angle. 

 
Fig. 1 Configuration of the pole-changing biased flux machine. 

 
Fig. 2 Operation principle explaination of biased flux machine. 

In essence the proposed PCBF machine belongs to the 
flux-modulation machine [15]. The electromagnetic 
mechanism also obeys the flux-modulation effect [16]. The 
pole pair numbers and rotational speeds of magnetic 
harmonics components fulfill the flux modulation theory, 
which can be expressed as, 
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where pMS is the pole pair number of PM, Nr is the number 
of rotor segments, m is the corresponding order of Fourier 

series, ωm is the rotation speed of rotor, ωMS is the rotation 
speed of stator PM.  

     The BFM, as a unique classification of flux-modulation 
machine, should also fulfill the distinct slot/stator pole 
combination conditions. Only the flux-modulation machines 
with all coils underneath one single PM pole could be 
transferred to BFMs [17]. This means the slot number Ns 
could be divided by the PM pole pair number pMS. Besides, 
since the coils are divided into two groups with negative and 
positive biased flux symmetrically, the slot number NS must 
be an even number. Meanwhile considering the phase 
number of machines, the slot number NS should also be 
dividable by phase number q. Thus the BFM slot/stator pole 
combination standard could be governed by the following 
formulas: 
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Considering the above formulas, the potential slot/stator 
pole combination of three phase BFMs could be 
summarized as listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  POTENTIAL SLOT/STATOR POLE PAIR COMBINATION OF 
THREE PHASE BFM 

Slot 
Number 

Ns 

Stator Pole Pair Arrangement 
Stator Pole Pair Number 

pMS 
Ns/pMS 

6 
1 6 

3 2 

12 

1 12 

2 6 

3 4 

6 2 

6a 
(a=1,2,3) { }mod( , 2 ) 0 1, 2,3sb N b b= = 

 

N/A 

 

III. POLE-CHANGING OPERATION ANALYSIS 

In section II, the potential slot/stator combinations of 
BFMs have been summarized. Based on the stator/slot 
combinations listed in Table I, the pole pair number in each 
operation mode should also obey the standard. It can be 
found that under the condition of 12 slots number, the 
potential stator PM pole pair number can be 1,2,3,6. 
Therefore the pole-changing mode with 3/6 pole pair 
arrangement is selected in this design. The performance of  
pole-changing machine with 1/3 pole pair arrangement is 
unsatisfactory, which is not discussed in this study.  

The basic principle of the PCBF machine is to change the 
effective PM pole pair number by magnetic flux 
cancellation of a certain PM pole, which is equivalent to 
discarding the PM magnetic pole [11]. In normal operation 
mode of the PCBF machine, its ferrite pole is magnetized by 
the DC field winding. In flux-weakening mode, there is no 
DC current injected in the field winding of the PCBF 
machine. The flux line distribution figure is tested by finite 
element method (FEM) and shown in Fig. 3. Distinct pole-
changing phenomenon can be observed in the figure with or 

 



without DC field current applied. To further clarify the pole-
changing effect in this machine, the air gap flux density 
waveform is also simulated and plotted in Fig. 4. The 
simulation is done under no-load condition with the inject 
DC current at 15A and 30 turns. The results show that the 
ferrite poles have flux lines distributed at normal mode 
while little flux lines distributed at flux-weakening mode. 
The airgap flux density also shows different flux distribution 
at both modes. There exists a field excitation flux waveform 
between two PM excitation waveform in normal mode. The 
back electromotive force (EMF) is also tested and plotted in 
Fig. 5. It can be seen that the back EMF can be reduced 
from about 40V to 20V after pole changing. To conclusion, 
the PCBF machine has a relatively wide flux control range 
with low input field current.  
 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3 Flux line distribution of PCBF machine at (a) normal mode (b) flux 
weakening mode. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4 Flux density of PCBF machine at (a) normal mode (b) flux weakening 
mode 

 

Fig. 5 Back EMF of PCBF machine at normal mode and flux weakening 
mode 

IV. SENSITIVITY ANANLYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION 

Topology optimization is essential in machine design 
which may conduce to higher performance and lower 
economic costs. However, it is time consuming to deal with 
machine optimization. In general, electromagnetic 
characteristics of electric machine cannot be expressed by 
several simple equations. Therefore, finite element analysis 
(FEA) is widely used in machine analysis. In order to further 
reduce the computation time, this study reasonably reduces 
some design parameters by examining the sensitivity factors. 
Taguchi method provides the theoretical foundation to the 
sensitivity analysis in this study.  

The establishment of the Taguchi method is based on the 
principle of the orthogonal array method, which can 
effectively reduce the number of design experiments required 
in the design process. The Taguchi method can provide an 
effective method for obtaining optimal parameters in 
optimization problems with as few experiments as possible. 
The Taguchi method uses the orthogonal array method to 
study the influence of parameter changes [18]. This paper 
resorts to the Taguchi method to determine the approximate 
optimal value of the design variables by means of analysis of 
variance (ANOVA). The detailed analysis is presented as sub 
sections below.  

A.  Establishment of Optimization Variables and Cost 
Functions 

The initial values of design parameters are shown in 
Table II. Among them, x={aPM, hint, hPM, hr, hs2, bs, wint, 
Rins} can be the optimization variable array while other 
parameters are set as constant. The objective of optimization 

 



is to maximize electromagnetic torque (T(x)) under normal 
operation mode. During optimization the current density of 
armature winding should be restricted in a value. However, 
in optimization process, the area of slot (S(x)) always 
changes. As known to all, S(x) is in proportional to the 
amplitude of input current I under certain current density δ 
and the electromagnetic torque T(x) is in proportional to the 
input current I. Therefore the objective function C(x) can be 
equivalent provided that multiples output torque T(x) by the 
per unit value of S(x), that is, 

   ( ) max( ( ) ( ) / )initialC T S S= ∗x x x                               (3) 

where Sinitial  represents the initial slot area. 

TABLE II.  DESIGN PARAMETERS AND INITIAL VALUE 

Symbol Meaning Initial Value constant or variable 

D outer diameter 170(mm) constant 

Rshaft shaft radius 15(mm) constant 

l axial length 65(mm) constant 

ag air gap length 0.5(mm) constant 

δ current density 5.5(A/mm2) constant 

Rins inner radius 24(mm) variable 

hint inner teeth height 20(mm) variable 

hPM PM height 3(mm) variable 

hr rotor height 7(mm) variable 

hs0 height of slot notch 2(mm) constant 

hs1 height of slot top 1(mm) constant 

hs2 height of slot 15(mm) variable 

bs0 width of slot notch 1(mm) constant 

bs width of slot 24(mm) variable 

wint inner teeth width 7(mm) variable 

aPM PM arc angle 6(deg) variable 

 

B. Establishment of Taguchi Orthogonal Array 

One common and intuitional method to examine the 
sensitivity factors in an optimization study is the full factorial 
method. As mentioned above, 8 parameters are required to 
be optimized in this study. If each parameter is examined 
with three levels, it requires 83, which equals to 512 
experiments using the full factorial method. That is an 
extremely large project. The Taguchi method is a reasonable 
means to reduce the number of experiments. Not all of the 
possible parameter combinations are tested, but some 
selected combinations. The way to decide which 
combination to be considered is resorted to the Taguchi 
Orthogonal Array (TOA).  

Considering time cost and accuracy requirement, the L18 
TOA is relative suitable for this study.The level arrangement 
of each variable is shown in Table III. According to the L18 
TOA, the 18 experiments and results are listed in Table IV.  

C. Establishment of ANOVA  
     To analyze the influence of each factor, the analysis of 
means (ANOM) and ANOVA are conducted. Firstly, the 
average effect of each parameter in each level can be 
calculated by ANOM. The results are presented in Table V. 
Secondly, the near optimal parameter level is concluded. 

The parameter at level combination array L= (L1, L3, L2, 
L2, L3, L1, L2, L2) contributes to the most optimal value, 
which corresponds to the near optimal solution of each 
parameter. Thirdly, ANOVA of each factor is conducted to 
measure the derivation from the mean value. In the end, the 
proportion of the derivation of each parameter is derived 
which reveals the factor effects. The factor effects results 
are shown in Table VI.  

TABLE III.  OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS LEVEL ARRANGEMENT 

Parameter Level 1 (L1) Level 2 (L2) Level 3 (L3) 

aPM 6(deg) 8(deg) N/A 

hint 10(mm) 15(mm) 20(mm) 

hPM 2(mm) 3(mm) 4(mm) 

hr 5(mm) 7(mm) 9(mm) 

hs2 12(mm) 15(mm) 18(mm) 

bs 24(mm) 28(mm) 32(mm) 

wint 4(mm) 6(mm) 8(mm) 

Rins 24(mm) 28(mm) 32(mm) 

 

TABLE IV.  TAGUCHI ORTHOGONAL ARRAY  

No. 
Level Combinations 

aPM hint hPM hr hs2 bs wint Rins 

1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 

2 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 

3 L1 L1 L3 L3 L3 L3 L3 L3 

4 L1 L2 L1 L1 L2 L2 L3 L3 

5 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L1 L1 

6 L1 L2 L3 L3 L1 L1 L2 L2 

7 L1 L3 L1 L2 L1 L3 L2 L3 

8 L1 L3 L2 L3 L2 L1 L3 L1 

9 L1 L3 L3 L1 L3 L2 L1 L2 

10 L2 L1 L1 L3 L3 L2 L2 L1 

11 L2 L1 L2 L1 L1 L3 L3 L2 

12 L2 L1 L3 L2 L2 L1 L1 L3 

13 L2 L2 L1 L2 L3 L1 L3 L2 

14 L2 L2 L2 L3 L1 L2 L1 L3 

15 L2 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L2 L1 

16 L2 L3 L1 L3 L2 L3 L1 L2 

17 L2 L3 L2 L1 L3 L1 L2 L3 

18 L2 L3 L3 L2 L1 L2 L3 L1 

 

TABLE V.  EFFECTIVE FACTOR AND PROPORTION  

Parameter aPM hint hPM hr hs2 bs wint Rins 

effective 
factor  

0.21 0.49 1.86 0.86 0.65 2.25 0.12 0.85 

proportion 
(%) 

2.9 6.7 25.5 11.8 8.9 30.9 1.6 11.7 

selected 
optimization 

variable 
no no yes yes no yes no yes 

 



D. Discussions and Comparisons  
   From the ANOVA results, it can be concluded that the 

parameter bs in topology design, has the highest effect on the 
output torque while the parameter wint is the lowest effective 
factor. To lower the calculation in optimization, the factors 
that have lower effective factor can be eliminated. In this 
study, hPM, hr, bs and Rins are selected as variables in the 
next step of optimization. The other four parameters use the 
near optimal solution as approximations. To be compared, 
optimization involved full parameters is also conducted. The 
Differential Revolution (DE) algorithm based on FEA is 
adopted in optimization [19-21]. The cost value under the 
full parameter optimization is 8.87 and 8.85 in reduced 
parameter optimization. In addition, the near optimal cost 
value using level combination L= (L1, L3, L2, L2, L3, L1, 
L2, L2) is 8.73. The difference of full parameter optimization 
between three parameter optimization is less than 1%. It is 
worth noting that the error is less than 2% for the near 
optimal solution using Taguchi method. The overall 
computing time of reduced parameters optimization is 
reduced to less than half of the full parameters optimization. 
Therefore, the reduced parameter optimization even the near 
optimal solution can be applied in some situations to save 
computation time [22]. 

TABLE VI.  OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS LEVEL ARRANGEMENT 

 
Full parameter 
optimization 

Reduced parameter 
optimization 

Individuals 50 25 

Generation 18 12 

Optimized 
Parameters 

 

aPM=6.5(deg) aPM (L1) 

hint=19.7(mm) hint (L3) 

hPM=3.5(mm) hPM=3.2(mm) 

hr=7.2(mm) hr=7.3(mm) 

hs2=17.6(mm) hs2 (L3) 

bs=26.6(mm) bs=25.7(mm) 

wint=6.0(mm) wint (L2) 

Rins=26.3(mm) Rins=26.5(mm) 

Cost Value 8.87 8.85 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper mainly describes the design, performance and 
optimization of the PCBF machine.  PCBF machine has 
parallel excitation structure which can avoid irreversible 
demagnetization in series excitation design. This machine 
can operates at normal mode and flux weakening mode by 
injecting field current. The electromagnetic performance of 
the PCBF machine is tested and presented. It results in a 
wide range of flux weakening control. Considering the 
complexity of the electromagnetic characteristics of the 
motor, its response cannot be expressed simply by formulas. 
Therefore, the optimization based on FEA experiments are 
commonly applied which is time-consuming. To solve this 
problem, a method to simplify the variables in optimization 
is presented. Combined Taguchi method with ANOVA, the 
effective factor of each design parameters can be derived. 
According to the factor effects, four out of eight variables 
are selected in optimization. The results show the simplified 
optimization has less than 1% difference but save more than 

half time of calculation time. Furthermore, the error of the 
near optimal value using Taguchi method is less than 2%. 
Therefore, the method used in this paper may be effectively 
applied to the simplification of motor optimization. 
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